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Executive summary
The importance of the patient’s point of view on their health status is fully acknowledged and such
information may be used in drawing regulatory conclusions regarding treatment effects, in the benefit
risk balance assessment or as specific therapeutic claims in Section 5.1 of the SmPC (Secord et al.,
2015, CHMP Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance for the use of Health-related quality of life
(HRQL) measures in the evaluation of medicinal products, 2005). For specific therapeutic claims, valid
measures should be selected based on their ‘fit’ with a hypothesis led strategy, resulting in unbiased
outcomes.
This appendix on the use of patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures in patients with cancer focuses
on the value of these data from a regulatory perspective. The possible add-on value from a licensure
perspective of such data to conventional efficacy and safety data in benefit risk assessment is
therefore emphasised.
The oncology working party held a workshop on health-related quality of life (HRQL) in 2012, bringing
together relevant experts to help inform on the content of this appendix.
(http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/news_and_events/events/2012/04/event_deta
il_000558.jsp&mid=WC0b01ac058004d5c3). This document has been developed to outline broad
principles of scientific best practice and to provide guidance on the value of PRO data in the
development of medicinal products for the treatment of cancer, whilst recognizing that PRO
methodology is developing and evolving (Calvert et al., 2014, Kyte et al., 2014, Secord et al., 2015).

1. Background
A PRO includes any outcome evaluated directly by the patient himself or herself and is based on
patient’s perception of a disease and its treatment(s). PRO is an umbrella term covering both single
dimension and multi-dimension measures of symptoms, HRQL, health status, adherence to treatment
and satisfaction with treatment. PRO measures (PROMs) are the tools and/or instruments that have
been developed to ensure both a valid and reliable measurement of these PROs. Like any other clinical
outcome assessments such as a rating of a symptom, sign or performance by an observer or trained
medical care provider, it is recognised that such data have inherent variability related to the assessor.
Health-related quality of life is a specific type of PRO and is a broad concept which can be defined as
the patient’s subjective perception of the impact of his/her disease and its treatment(s) on his/her
daily life, physical, psychological and social functioning and well-being. The notion of
multidimensionality is a key component of the definition of HRQL. In clinical research, PROs provide a
unique means of capturing the personal and social context of the disease and treatment experience, as
OS (Overall Survival), PFS (Progression Free Survival), biomarker measures or adverse events may not
necessarily capture the full impact of a treatment on how a patient feels or functions.
Over the last decades, PRO objectives have frequently been incorporated in confirmatory oncology
studies. Historically, longitudinal HRQL data have rarely been informative from a licensure perspective.
To what extent this is related to absence of a “true” difference between treatment arms, poorly defined
objectives, poor validity, reliability, and responsiveness of the instruments, absence of off-study
therapy data, high attrition rates and informative missing data, or simply reflects the resilience and
dynamics of the individual’s adaptive perception of HRQL during the course of disease, remains
unknown (Sprangers & Schwartz et al., 1999). In addition, poorly defined PRO objectives and lack of a
priori specification of the expected effect (e.g., improvement, maintenance) have further hampered the
usefulness of PROs in licensure decisions. However, it is acknowledged that the lack of a HRQL
difference between treatment arms should not be seen, per se, as a factor limiting the use of high
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quality HRQL data, provided the selected methodology is sensitive enough to demonstrate differences
if they exist.
More recently, time to deterioration in tumour related symptoms, as measured by PRO instruments,
have been introduced and here differences have been demonstrated e.g. time to pain progression
(Gravanis et al., 2013). Time to symptom deterioration places an emphasis on the patient’s
perspective, which is complementary to PFS, and hence may be of value for the demonstration of
treatment benefit. However, these PRO relate to disease specific measures and therefore do not
provide estimates of longitudinal HRQL, which may also be relevant, i.e. do not provide the patient’s
general perception of the effect of illness and treatment on physical, psychological, and social aspects
of life. Therefore it is of importance to select the most appropriate instruments, in line with the study's
objectives and the characteristics of the patient population.
In most cases, for a particular tumour type and disease stage, there is no reason to assume that the
potential benefit of a delay in tumour progression, if of similar magnitude, is product specific. However,
the tolerability and toxicity profiles may differ considerably between medicinal products. The
differential impact on patient well-being is harder to estimate from conventional adverse event
reporting, even though withdrawal rates prior to tumour progression may provide some insights. In
relation to active compound comparative trials and from a licensure perspective, PRO data derived
from instruments capturing the impact of adverse reactions on patient well-being, in an unbiased way
and in relation to the study drugs, are welcomed.
There are a number of validated PRO instruments, including EORTC and FACT measures that aim to
capture the consequences of adverse reactions on patient wellbeing. At the time of this appendix,
there is no EMA/CHMP experience from the use of the NCI’s PRO version of the Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events (PRO-CTCAE) and more experience is needed before these tools can be
used reliably. However, it is envisioned that the PRO-CTCAE could enhance the precision and patient
centeredness of adverse event reporting in cancer clinical research and ultimately provide a more
representative account of patients’ treatment experiences (Basch et la., 2014, Dueck et al., 2015).
In summary, PROs can provide important patient perspectives on the disease and the treatment
received; an evaluation that provides clinically important information that is not captured by
conventional anti-tumour efficacy data and adverse event reporting (Basch, 2010). There are,
however, methodological obstacles that historically have reduced the impact of PRO data on regulatory
decisions e.g. bias, missing data, quality of data, timing of assessments, only single-dimensional PRO
measure reporting, and lack of post-progression data. Key is careful planning and an in depth analysis
of whether the inclusion of PRO measures is likely to make a potential difference to the study
conclusions. In this regard, it is important to prioritise endpoints meaningful to patients, to select
outcome strategies and to elucidate the relationships between PROs and other endpoints (Basch,
2013).

2. Scope
This appendix covers general aspects of the use of PRO endpoints in oncology studies such as the
designing and carrying out of clinical studies, selecting instruments and the added value. By outlining
broad principles of scientific best practice rather than prescribing a particular approach to PRO
selection and application, the appendix aims to encourage developments in the methods and
application of PROs in the oncology regulatory setting. This appendix does not cover the validation of
instruments nor does it make specific recommendations regarding the instrument to select.
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3. Legal basis and relevant guidelines
This document should be read in conjunction with Directive 2001/83/EC, as amended and Regulation
726/2004. In addition, relevant CHMP guidelines should be taken into account. These include but are
not limited to:
•

Guideline on the evaluation of anticancer medicinal products in man - EMA/CHMP/205/95/Rev.4

•

Statistical principles for clinical trials – CPMP/ICH/363/96 (ICH E9)

•

Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance for the use of HRQL measures in the evaluation of
medicinal products - EMEA/CHMP/EWP/139391/2004

•

Guideline on missing data in confirmatory clinical trials - EMA/CPMP/EWP/1776/99 Rev. 1

•

Points to consider on multiplicity issues in clinical trials - CPMP/EWP/908/99

4. Patient-reported outcomes
A PRO includes any outcome evaluated directly by the patient himself or herself. A PRO can be
measured by self-report, generally in the form of a questionnaire, or by interview, provided that the
interviewer records only the patient’s response. PRO measures must have acceptable responsiveness,
reliability and validity, and may include reference to symptoms, functional status, treatment adherence
or satisfaction with care. In clinical research, the use of a PRO measure is advised when measuring a
concept best known to the patient or best measured from the patient perspective.
Oncology clinical studies to support regulatory submissions may include PRO measures as secondary or
exploratory outcomes and rarely as primary outcomes. Examples as described in the CHMP 2012
Guideline on the evaluation of anticancer medicinal products in man (EMA/CHMP/205/95/rev.4)
include:
•

Section 7.1.5: In patients with tumour-related symptoms at base line, symptom control, if related
to anti-tumour effects, is a valid measure of therapeutic activity and may serve as primary
endpoint in late line therapy studies, provided that sources of possible bias can be minimised. In
certain cases, time to symptomatic tumour progression may also be an adequate primary measure
of patient benefit;

•

Section 7.1.5.1: Especially in the palliative setting, HRQL/PRO using generally accepted
instruments might be informative;

•

Section 7.4. In a study conducted with BSC as reference therapy, the objective should be to
demonstrate prolonged OS and/or globally improved symptom control or HRQL. The latter requires
that all efforts are undertaken to reduce possible bias.

Reasons to include PRO assessment in the clinical development programme for oncology medicinal
products may encompass:
•

Provide a patient focused assessment of the burden and impact of disease, by understanding how
a treatment impacts on patient functioning and well-being;

•

Add information on the clinical benefit of a therapy by complementing efficacy and safety data with
patient-reported evaluation;

•

Assess the relationship/ agreement between clinical reported endpoints and patient-reported
endpoints, e.g. to better understand the impact of an objective clinical response from a patient
perspective;
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•

Attempt to differentiate two treatments in the non-inferiority trial setting, where the primary
endpoint is an objective measure;

•

Provide information to facilitate more accurate future patient-physician communication in terms of
the quality of the survival time remaining for the patient and the burden of treatment-related
morbidities and disease-related patient impacts by detailing a more complete evaluation of cancer
treatment.

The general recommendations for the incorporation of PRO measures in clinical development include:
•

An assessment or rationale (e.g. supported by a conceptual model) for the extent to which the
inclusion of PRO measures can provide added value in the clinical trial setting;

•

Consider whether the collection of PRO data can detect meaningful effects and make a difference
to the study conclusions and regulatory benefit risk balance assessment;

•

While it is expected that in the majority of cases, the collection of PRO data will be most
informative in the confirmatory trial setting, on a case by case basis, the collection of PRO data
within the context of exploratory studies could be informative;

•

PROM should be considered early in the development programme, particularly if there is a need to
develop a dedicated instrument;

•

Consideration should be given to patient involvement in the study design process and in the
evaluation of study feasibility;

•

When used, PRO endpoints should be incorporated into the protocol development at the earliest
stage and should be explicitly stated as a specific clinical trial objective or hypothesis in the study
protocol and statistical analysis plan;

•

PRO data reporting should be adequately performed, e.g. informed by the CONSORT PRO
Extension;

•

For specific therapeutic claims in Section 5.1 of the SmPC, a clear hypothesis lead strategy
unbiased in relation to reference therapy is strongly recommended and measures should be
selected based on this scientific rationale;

•

PRO measures should be administered to study subjects at time points when there is a clear and
hypothesis driven rationale for their use and when it is feasible to expect high levels of completion
by the individual patient;

•

Where feasible, PRO measures should be administered at the beginning of a clinic visit prior to
medical interviews or procedures, in the event that medical information or immediate toxicities
from chemotherapy could bias retrospective evaluation;

•

PRO data should be treated with the same importance as other data in monitoring clinical site
performance and collection methods, whilst acknowledging that more rapid follow up for missing
data may be required due to the recall period (retrospective PRO data capture, unlike some clinical
outcomes e.g. overall survival, may not be possible);

•

PRO collection may give rise to PRO Alerts, medically concerning levels of psychological distress or
physical symptoms that may require an immediate response. Where applicable, an a priori plan for
the management of such alerts could be included in the protocol and communicated to trial staff.
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4.1. Symptom PRO measures
Patients provide the primary perspective of treatment effectiveness, particularly as it has been
reported in the literature that clinicians miss or underestimate a large proportion of the symptomatic
adverse events experienced by patients (Basch, 2014). Measuring symptoms is important in
understanding the burden of cancer, particularly as uncontrolled symptoms have been linked to
increased mortality in patients with cancer (Khan SA et al., 2014). It is important to include patientreported symptoms that are appropriate to the study population, intervention, objectives and setting
(Basch et al., 2012). If symptom PRO measures are used to evaluate the impact on specific symptoms
it should be ensured that a benefit in respect to these symptoms is not accompanied by a negative
effect on other symptoms. One way of doing this could be to include a sensitive multidimensional HRQL
instrument.
Symptom response rates and symptom control are particularly significant in the palliative setting.
Assessment of palliation can be assessed by changes in symptom scores in general or change in
symptom scores considering only certain prespecified symptoms. Symptoms (related to the disease,
toxicity or multi-factorial) that are commonly found in the advanced cancers include anorexia, anxiety,
constipation, depression, diarrhoea, dyspnoea, fatigue, insomnia, nausea, pain, neuropathy and
vomiting (Basch et al., 2012). However determining which patient-reported symptoms should be
investigated must be evidence based and derived from feedback from patients and carers, clinicians
and other experts, as well as the literature (Basch et al., 2012).
As important as it is to select an instrument that properly captures disease-related symptoms, it is also
important to use an instrument that captures side effects of therapy in an unbiased way.

4.2. Health Related Quality of Life (HRQL)
The impact of treatment and disease on patients can be measured using self-reported questionnaires.
HRQL instruments attempt to measure complex aspects of life which are modified by the disease and
therapeutic interventions. HRQL, and its resilience during disease and treatment, is a personal
perspective and may vary with gender, experience, age, education, disease stage, and cultural
background.
As with all PROs, the inclusion of HRQL assessment in clinical trials should have a strong scientific
rationale and researchers should utilise existing validated instruments where available. HRQL
complements the range of traditional indicators and the data can provide information regarding both
positive and negative patient experiences (see also CHMP Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance
for the use of HRQL measures in the evaluation of medicinal products,
EMEA/CHMP/EWP/139391/2004).

5. Clinical trial design
5.1. General principles
There is no standard approach to collecting, analysing or interpreting PRO data in clinical trials. In
common to other aspects of clinical trial design, good science applies and objectives need to be
justified alongside realistic expectations. Careful thought must go into designing and implementing
PRO measures in the oncology clinical trial setting in order to investigate a well-formulated predefined
hypothesis. As with other endpoints of the trial, the design of the trial, choice and analysis of PROs
should be justified from the question of interest. In order to ascertain meaningful information about
the patient experience, a dedicated a priori power calculation for the PROs of greatest interest is
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recommended where possible (Basch et al., 2012, see section 'Data collection and preventing
avoidable missing data'). In the majority of circumstances, the patient is the best informant and the
most appropriate way to measure PRO is self-reporting direct from the patient (see also section on
carer/ proxy input and Observer-Reported Outcomes).
Importantly, measurements should not constitute an undue burden to the patient and in this context
PRO experts suggest limiting estimated completion time of baseline PRO assessments to 20 minutes
and 10-15 minutes completion for subsequent assessments (Basch et al., 2012). Patient burden may
be reduced by the use of the right instrument at the right time; the concept measured by the
instrument should be relevant to the patient, i.e. reflecting their experience at the time of completion.
In ensuring patient well-being, consideration should be given to a plan for consistent and standardised
management of ‘PRO alerts’ (e.g. medical response to the recording of extreme scores on
questionnaires) and the subsequent opportunity to collect data on related ad hoc co-intervention (Kyte
et al., 2013, Kyte et al., 2016).
Blinding patients to the treatment they have received in a controlled trial is a crucial method for
reducing bias in randomised controlled trials. Non-blinded patients may report symptoms differently to
blinded patients and mechanisms of unblinding involve perceptible differences in the compared
treatments (Hrobjartsson, 2011). However, it is not always possible to ensure blinding of patients and
treatment providers, and the priority should be capturing the patient experience through PRO data in
all types of clinical trial designs. Each trial design will present different challenges to the validity and
generalisability of the results which requires a priori planning of the study objectives and analysis of
the PRO, and its context with the other clinical endpoints. Generalisability should be framed within both
the efficacy and the associated toxicities and statements around potential bias, with justification of the
criteria for reporting a PRO treatment benefit (see section 6).
Whilst the concern in relation to bias in open label studies remains, it might well be that data of clinical
interest a priori can be produced only under open label randomised controlled trial conditions. In these
circumstances, PRO data should also be supported by objective measures. One example being an
experimental compound assumed to be more efficacious, but also more toxic or less well tolerated.
Under these circumstances extensive planning in advance is required to increase the credibility of
study data such as multidimensional reporting. For example, effects of neuropathy on functionality
could be supported by conventional clinical measures of neuropathy.
It is of major importance to discuss in detail in the study protocol why certain timings of assessments
were selected and why the selected instrument is unbiased in relation to the toxicity/tolerability
profiles of study drugs (the instrument needs to be sensitive enough to capture a range of potential
effects, including possible unanticipated effects).

Frequency and duration of assessments
Timing and frequency of PRO assessment are key issues and frequency can greatly influence the
scores received. The overall frequency of assessment depends on;
•

The natural history of the disease;

•

The hypothesis being tested;

•

The method of data analysis;

•

The nature of the investigative treatment including dosing frequency and how long after treatment
the drug is expected to show changes in symptoms, impacts or side effects;

•

The recall period for the instrument;
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•

The acceptable level of patient completion burden.

It is generally recommended to determine when expected changes in symptoms and or side effects are
likely to occur over time and data collection should cover the clinically most important periods. If the
timing of potential effects is poorly understood, PRO should be considered in earlier stage exploratory
trials. The duration of assessment depends on the research questions being asked, but it is important
to ensure that the duration of the clinical study and follow up is of adequate length to robustly support
any planned analysis, including reversibility of adverse reactions.
In order to be able to accurately assess the PRO results on study therapy, continued assessment postprogression and during next-line therapy may also be informative. Such next-line PRO data allows
contextualisation of the results observed on study treatment, which can be of particular importance in
the palliative or maintenance setting, and could be supportive when therapeutic claims (section 5.1 of
the SmPC) are intended.
Apart from the need for contextualisation, there is also a methodological rationale for collecting nextline or post-progression data when PROs are studied. Patients in the comparator arm are normally
expected (as a group) to experience progression earlier than the patients in the experimental arm.
Thus, if PRO assessments are stopped at progression, patients in the comparator arm will
automatically have a shorter observation period compared with those in the experimental arm. This
can be regarded as a form of informative missing data, affecting the possibilities to draw conclusions
from the PRO data. Therefore, it is important to continue to collect PRO data after progression has
been reached for comparisons of the trends over time (see also section on data collection and
preventing avoidable missing data).
In general, the duration of assessment should be limited to a time period that is both feasible and
interpretable. The assessment schedule should be terminated at a point when the results would no
longer be interpretable either due to low compliance or because the next line of therapy is highly
heterogeneous.

Data collection and preventing avoidable missing data
High compliance has been attributed among other factors to comprehensive educational programmes
prior to and during the trial for both research staff and study participants (Hansen LK et al., 2014). In
general, assessments should be performed on schedule irrespective of whether study treatment has
been given. Collecting PRO data from patients with advanced and progressive disease may be more
difficult because of failing health and / or cognitive challenges. PRO data can be collected by
administering PRO instruments through different modes – interviewing, telephone, mailing or selfadministration. Variations in the mode of administration (how the self-report questionnaire is provided
and when) can be a source of bias. The potential measurement bias introduced by mixing different
modes could be justified if mixing modes can mitigate the more important issue of bias due to
informative missing data and evidence of equivalence across different modes is available.
Electronic data capture methods may offer more convenience to some patients and may increase data
quality, reduce missing data (allowing automatic reminders to be sent) and potentially reduce data
entry errors (Basch et al., 2012, Coons et al., 2009). Adaptation of case report forms to electronic
forms, including electronic modes of PRO administration, must ensure that the data collected via the
different methods are equivalent or take account of any identified differences (Coons et al 2009).
Where substantive changes have occurred, it is necessary to confirm that the adoption of electronic
PRO format did not introduce significant response bias and that the different modes of administration
produce essentially equivalent results (Coons et al., 2009). Of importance, whilst use of electronic data
recording might be of benefit in some patient groups, alternatives should be made available, e.g. for
elderly patients so that differential loss of data is minimised.
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Incorporating PRO instruments as clinical trial endpoint measures introduces challenges in the analysis
of clinical trial data, particularly because of their multi-dimensional nature and missing values. High
attrition rates may occur if the instrument is burdensome to patients, especially as ability declines
during the late stages of disease. As described above, informative missing data may also occur if PRO
measurement is stopped upon clinical disease progression. The study protocol should describe the
principal data analysis features in the statistical section, with a detailed elaboration of the analysis in
the Statistical Analysis Plan (SAP), including how to control for multiplicity (for more guidance see
CPMP/EWP/908/99). The clinical trial protocol should also describe how missing assessments will be
handled in the analysis (e.g. use of imputation techniques, sensitivity analysis), clarify which question
is answered by the strategy chosen to handle the missing data and justify why this question is relevant
and which assumptions are made (e.g. an analysis under the missing-at-random assumption will
typically address the question what the effect would have been if all patients had adhered, under the
assumption that those that did adhere in the trial are representative for those that could adhere). The
SAP should include a comprehensive specification of the scoring algorithms of PRO instruments used,
including management of missing items in multi-item scores. Missing data should be put into the
context of underlying reason, when known, and the reasons for missingness could inform which
missing data strategies are (more) reasonable. Missing completely at random or missing-at-random is
hardly ever a justified assumption and prevention of avoidable missing data is preferable to post-hoc
strategies to handle the missing data (Bernhard et al., 1998, for more guidance, see
EMA/CPMP/EWP/1776/99 Rev. 1). The SAP should also include a comprehensive specification of the
scoring algorithms of PRO instruments used, including management of missing items in multi-item
scores.
A high compliance rate is expected in order to provide a substantial amount of interpretable
longitudinal data. It is therefore essential to minimise data loss and to employ strategies to increase
patient compliance, such as;
•

Completion of baseline PRO assessment included as part of the eligibility criteria checklist when
ethically justifiable and practically feasible, and prior to randomization and administration of
treatment;

•

Appoint a PRO trained and qualified person responsible for PRO data collection in each study site;

•

Comprehensive education and training of research staff, including investigators and the whole
clinical research team, in order to ensure they understand the importance of PRO assessment and
will be able to motivate their patients to complete the PRO instruments;

•

Education and training of patients before completion of the questionnaire, including that there is no
incorrect answer and explaining the purpose of the assessment. If such education and training is
given, it should be carried out by means that do not influence the patient in their answers to the
questionnaires themselves and it should be equally available to all patients participating in the
project;

•

Explore the use of automated electronic data collection and employing a reminder system;

•

Checking for completeness of forms for omissions at the point of assessment or very soon after to
minimise recall bias, and sensitively clarifying and documenting reasons for non-completion.

5.2. Instruments
An instrument can be described as a means to capture data, such as a questionnaire, plus all the
information and documentation that supports its use. Generally, this includes clearly defined methods
and instructions for administration or responding, a standard format for data collection, and wellAppendix 2 to the Guideline on the evaluation of anticancer medicinal products in man
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documented methods for scoring, analysis and interpretation of results in the target patient population.
Disease specific measures may be more relevant to patients, providing a more in-depth relevant
analysis. However, they may fail to capture unexpected changes due to novel treatment toxicities.
Generic measures are useful for comparisons across treatments but may be less sensitive to change
and the relative importance of the different PRO domains needs to be determined a priori. It is
therefore recommended to carefully select the most appropriate instrument (generic or specific or a
combination of both), in line with the study's objective(s) and the characteristics of the patient
population. PRO instruments should be relevant, reliable, have demonstrated content validity and
responsiveness to change. For responsiveness, it is necessary to demonstrate that the PRO scores are
sensitive to actual changes in health status (Revicki et al., 2008). A PROM previous ‘track record’ may
also offer a practical indication of its properties (Luckett T et al., 2010). PROMs should be acceptable to
the population in which they will be administered, both in terms of the questions they ask (e.g. are
they appropriately worded?) and the overall burden to the patient (e.g. is the completion time for the
PRO measure agreeable?). PRO instruments must also be easily interpretable, i.e. the meaning of
differences in PRO score should be clearly understood (Mokkink L et al., 2010).
Depending on the chosen instruments, lack of linguistic and cultural validation of instruments may be
problematic in multinational and global studies and consideration should be given to processes for
selecting the number of languages required to adequately cover global trial populations and translation
procedures (Wild et al., 2009, Wild et al., 2005, Dewolf et al. 2009). Investigation of PRO endpoints in
a predefined sufficiently large subgroup, including patient representative for the EU target population,
may be considered as feasible and appropriate to avoid issues relative to the availability of language
versions of the instrument. However, proper linguistic validation should have been performed to
optimize cross-cultural validity of the different language versions of the instruments used and the
impact of culture on the assessment of PROs in the study may be explored to confirm homogeneity of
measurement in the study.

Selection of an instrument
It is beyond the scope of this appendix to make specific recommendations regarding valid instrument
selection, but in general, the instrument should be evidence based, shown to measure the concept it is
intended to measure, be appropriate for the research objective, the disease and patient population
characteristics and the practical considerations (respondent burden, feasibility). In addition, the most
appropriate and valid PRO measures have involved patients in their development (Staniszewska et al.,
2012). Online resources can be informative regarding the range of available PRO measures (Luckett,
2010). Guidance on the principles for selecting PROMs for cancer research can be found in the paper
by Luckett and King, 2010.

Carer / proxy input and Observer-Reported Outcomes (ObsROs)
A proxy is a person who reports an outcome as if she/he was the patient him/herself. There can be
discordance between patient-reported outcomes and outcomes that are reported by a proxy such as by
a carer (e.g., rating of pain). However, it has been reported that substantial differences between
patient and proxy ratings may occur in a minority of cases and proxy ratings tend to be in greater
agreement with those of patients of physical HRQL domains compared to psychosocial domains
(Sneeuw et al., 2002).
The evaluation of PROM by carers or other non-clinical caregivers may be utilised where it is clear that
the patient themselves cannot contribute (e.g. very young children, patients with cognitive
impairment, severe ill health). However, in general proxy reporting should be avoided, unless the use
of such proxy raters may be the only effective means of obtaining information that might otherwise be
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lost. The clinical study protocol must define clear rules with regards to whether and when patientreported data might be replaced by proxy reported data and provide appropriate justifications.
An observer-reported outcome (ObsRO) is a measurement based on an observation by someone other
than the patient or a health professional. This may be a parent, spouse, or other non-clinical caregiver
who is in a position to regularly observe and report on a specific aspect of the patient’s health. An
ObsRO measure does not include medical judgment or interpretation, and observer reports include
only events or behaviours that can be observed. ObsRO should only be used, where it is considered
that the patient themselves cannot contribute.

5.3. Special patient populations
Paediatric
Children’s daily activities and experiences differ substantially from those of adults and adult PRO
measures may not be appropriate for use in paediatric populations, either due to content validity or
differences in the measurement process itself. A successful paediatric instrument must adjust for age
and take into account the rate and pattern of change that children experience over time (Connolly et
al., 1999).
Recommendations for paediatric PRO instruments in research have been published and are considered
to be a useful basis for the approach in children and adolescence (Matza et al., 2013). Specific issues
to consider are development stage (maturation may also differ because of disease and or experiences)
and meaning of self. As with adult patients, the best informants are the patients themselves and it is
important to collect as much information directly from the child wherever possible, using creative and
age related approaches e.g. the use of pictures instead of words can be used for children too young to
read (Connolly et al., 1999). However it is acknowledged that some children will be too young or too
sick to contribute to the data collection and parents or caregivers may be able to provide data in
situations where the child is unable to provide it directly. These circumstances need to be carefully
considered and the differences acknowledged (Eiser & Morse, 2001).

Adolescents and young adults
Evidence suggests that adolescents and young adults affected by, or recovering from cancer, are at
increased risk of poorer psychological functioning compared to their peers, or to children and or/adults
with cancer. Adolescents and young adults affected by cancer are developmentally unique (less likely
to comply with treatment, more likely to engage in risk taking behaviour, place a higher importance on
their peer relationships), meaning that their needs and experiences may not be fully captured by
existing instruments developed for children or adults. Adherence to medication in adolescents with
cancer is particularly challenging because of the nature of the adolescent cancer and its treatment
(Hullmann et al., 2015). Consideration should be given to using age appropriate instruments that are
relevant and appealing to young people, and are sensitive to change as the cancer progresses through
treatment into survivorship or palliative care (Wakefield et al., 2013).

Elderly
Elderly patients present particular characteristics and instruments should be relevant to the special
requirements of older patients wherever possible. Appropriate data collection methods, such as
Interactive Voice Record System (IVRS), provision of grip-pens or interviewer administered PRO
measures should be considered for this group of patients to reduce their burden.
In elderly patients, concomitant diseases are more frequent, affecting psychological status and general
performance. It is important to consider that HRQL is affected by comorbidities, multiple medications
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(polypharmacy), functional status, ability to carry out activities of daily living, mental status
(depression, cognitive functioning) and social support.

Palliative setting
Palliative care mainly refers to last line settings where the prognosis for survival is poor. Patients place
a high priority on having good symptom control (Khan SA et al., 2014). Successful patient palliation
has been described as disappearance or improvement of symptoms, improvement of a specific
symptom from baseline, change in the severity of a specific target symptom, for example pain or
composite outcomes of pain and analgesic requirements, a symptom difference perceived as beneficial
by the patient, HRQL score changes or increased duration of survival (see also Section 7.4, Main
Guideline).
In patients with advanced cancer where the aims are palliative, the focus of care is promoting and
preserving the remaining quality of life and in confirmatory studies the primary outcome measure
could be globally improved symptom control or HRQL, if related to anti-tumour activity. This aspect
should be carefully considered in the clinical study design, including choice of appropriate PRO
measures, collection of longitudinal HRQL data and selection of primary endpoint, in particular as
complicated multidimensional changes can occur relatively quickly and patient survival time is
relatively short. Given that patients might be severely ill or might have cognitive impairment in certain
types of cancers, the use of proxy reporting or ObsRO might be considered.

Patients with rare cancers
Assessment of the patient experience in the rare disease setting can be achieved when careful
planning and rigorous methods are employed. However, 'off-the-shelf' questionnaires may not be
appropriate or specific enough to measure important outcomes in some very rare diseases, and there
may be a need to develop additional PRO tools (Basch and Bennett, 2014).

6. Clinical importance and added-value
PRO information can enhance decision making by providing a better understanding of the potential
impact of both the disease and treatment on a patient (Au et al., 2010). PRO instruments and
assessments should be capable of detecting clinically meaningful effects and can provide added value
when they are actionable, by being instrumental in interpreting a study’s findings and would be
expected to influence clinical recommendations (Au et al., 2010). Added value may also be derived if
patients and clinicians have a more complete picture of the expected impact of a treatment on the
patients’ perception of adverse reactions and on disease related symptoms, aiding decision making (Au
et al., 2010).
Treatment benefit can be demonstrated by either an effectiveness or safety advantage. For example,
the treatment effect may be measured as an improvement or delay in the development of symptoms
or as a reduction or delay in treatment-related toxicity. Because responsiveness and change depend on
the patient population and contextual characteristics, there is not necessarily a single value of change
of relevance for a PRO instrument across all applications and patient samples (Revicki et al., 2008).
However, treatment benefit and risk, and magnitude of relevance of change should be based primarily
on relevant patient-based and clinical anchors (Revicki et al., 2008, Wyrwich et al, 2013). For
outcome measures other than “time to”, mean difference may be used for statistical testing, but
justified definitions of “response” and “deterioration” in the individual patient and in relation to
predefined measures should be used to facilitate the interpretation of PRO data.
Situations where PRO measures, including HRQL, could potentially be of added value in terms of
affecting the benefit risk assessment in the context of a marketing authorisation application, include
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late line palliative care, maintenance therapy, and in studies comparing agents with similar efficacy but
different safety profiles. In some disease settings i.e. in patients with tumour-related symptoms at
base line, symptom response or delay in symptom progression, if related to anti-tumour effects, is a
valid measure of therapeutic activity and may serve as a valuable endpoint in late line therapy studies.
Furthermore, time to symptomatic tumour progression (or time to relevant deterioration) may also be
an adequate measure of patient benefit and should be supported by ORR and/or PFS.
Criteria used to assess the potential added value of PRO data include:
•

The relevance, reliability, validity and responsiveness of the instrument/ assessment used in the
study;

•

The appropriateness of the frequency and duration of data collection and analysis methods, in light
of the patient population, disease setting and treatment regimen;

•

The adequacy of the study design including the hypothesis and methods for appropriate handling of
multiple outcomes and missing data in the statistical analysis, and appropriate standards of
reporting PRO data;

•

The rationale for the anticipated magnitude of effect based on clinically relevant anchors – the
proposed magnitude of relevant treatment benefit should be identified a priori in the statistical
analysis plan;

•

Statistical significance per se is not sufficient for specific claims without demonstration of a
clinically relevant treatment benefit;

•

Considerations of alternative explanations that may account for the observed changes or lack of
change.

7. Glossary and abbreviations
Health-related Quality of Life (HRQL): In the context of drug approval, HRQL is considered to
represent a specific type/subset of PROs, distinguished by its multi-dimensionality. Indeed, HRQL is a
broad concept which can be defined as the patient’s subjective perception of the impact of his disease
and its treatment(s) on his daily life, physical, psychological and social functioning and well-being
(Source: CHMP Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance for the use of HRQL measures in the
evaluation of medicinal products - EMEA/CHMP/EWP/139391/2004 )
Instrument — A means to capture data (i.e., a questionnaire) plus all the information and
documentation that supports its use. Generally, that includes clearly defined methods and instructions
for administration or responding, a standard format for data collection, and well-documented methods
for scoring, analysis, and interpretation of results in the target patient population (Source: FDA
Guidance for industry; December 2009: Patient-Reported Outcome measures: use in medical product
development to support labelling claims).
Observer-reported outcome (ObsRO) — An ObsRO is a measurement based on an observation by
someone other than the patient or a health professional. This may be a parent, spouse, or other nonclinical caregiver who is in a position to regularly observe and report on a specific aspect of the
patient’s health. An ObsRO measure does not include medical judgment or interpretation. Generally,
ObsROs are reported by a parent, caregiver, or someone who observes the patient in daily life. For
patients who cannot respond for themselves (e.g., infants or cognitively impaired), we encourage
observer reports that include only those events or behaviours that can be observed. As an example,
observers cannot validly report an infant’s pain intensity (a symptom) but can report infant behaviour
thought to be caused by pain (e.g., crying)
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(Source: http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DrugDevelopmentToolsQualification
Program/ucm370262.htm)
Patient-reported outcome (PRO): Any outcome evaluated directly by the patient himself and based
on patient’s perception of a disease and its treatment(s) is called patient-reported outcome (PRO). The
term PRO is proposed as an umbrella term to cover both single dimension and multi-dimension
measures of symptoms, health-related quality of life (HRQL), health status, adherence to treatment,
satisfaction with treatment, etc. (Source: CHMP Reflection paper on the regulatory guidance for the
use of HRQL measures in the evaluation of medicinal products - EMEA/CHMP/EWP/139391/2004)
Proxy-reported outcome: A measurement based on a report by someone other than the patient
reporting as if he or she is the patient. A proxy-reported outcome is not a PRO. A proxy report also is
different from an observer report where the observer (e.g., clinician or caregiver), in addition to
reporting his or her observation, may interpret or give an opinion based on the observation. (Source:
FDA Guidance for industry; December 2009: Patient-Reported Outcome measures: use in medical
product development to support labelling claims).
Treatment benefit: The effect of treatment on how a patient survives, feels, or functions. Treatment
benefit can be demonstrated by either an effectiveness or safety advantage. For example, the
treatment effect may be measured as an improvement or delay in the development of symptoms or as
a reduction or delay in treatment-related toxicity (Source: FDA Guidance for industry; December 2009:
Patient-Reported Outcome measures: use in medical product development to support labelling claims).
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